
“PODERE VIGLIANO VECCHIO” 
GPS: Lat.: 43.74623501830399 ; Long: 11.130867004394531 

                                         

From MILAN / BOLOGNA / ROME on  A1 motorway . 
Exit :   “FIRENZE-SCANDICCI”  >>  after pay-toll follow signs to yr right for 

‘Scandicci’   >> 100 mts. turn right again >>  Scandicci >>  straight to roundabout 

>> keep to your right, next roundabout, straight on and at third roundabout turn 

right>> on the Via Pisana road go  towards ‘Lastra a Signa’ for 600 mts. >>  after 

‘Olmo’, at ‘La Pieve’  to your left, there is a ‘power station’ with electric pilons, 

immediately after this >> turn left  into Via delle Fonti >>  straight on >> cross a 

narrow bridge >> straight on >> the road narrows  >> uphill, go straight (do not turn 

left towards S.Martino alla Palma ), >> carry on; steep downhill and steep uphill , at 

the top of the hill you will read a notice ‘Vigliano-Bricoli’, carry on until you meet a 

fork road >> take a left into Via di Roncigliano. 

 After 20 yds turn left again onto a dirt track road., you will read  Via di Valimorta  

and a wooden sign: Podere Vigliano Vecchio There is a first iron gate after 300 yds, 

ignore it. Carry on for another 500 yds and you will find another iron 

gate,stop.(parking, below right). Enter the courtyard (on foot)If you have to go to the 

‘La Vista’ apt.,through a small iron gate to the right of the main iron gate, walk to the 

house on the far end to your right. If you have to go to the ‘La Stalla’ or ‘L’Acetaia’ 

apartments., enter green wooden gate (below parking). 

We will be there… expecting you…!!   (dist.from exit: 4  miles-10 mins.drive) 

- From LUCCA take ‘A11’ motorway,  enter A1,  go towards 

Rome and follow as above. 

- From PISA airp. enter : “FI-PI-LI” dual carr. > FIRENZE >  

Exit   :  “GINESTRA FIORENTINA” >> when you enter the local road, on 

roundabout, 3rd turning to your right, go straight, ignore the cross road to your left 

which indicates Lastra a Signa.  After 400/500 yds. the road takes a slight rise, turn 

left, there will be a small sign-post with Carcheri written on it. The road is quite 

narrow  >>you will get to Inno (where there is  a typical wood-oven for making 

bread and pizzas open also on Sundays) >> carry on >> You will see a signpost: 

‘Vigliano-Bricoli’, go passed it.  You will notice, on your right, that the road takes a 

sharp turn going uphill, follow it. After 15/20 yds turn left where it says Via 

Valimorta, then, you will get onto a country road.  You will find a first gate, after 

500 mts, you will find a second gate. (then follow as above…) .  We will be there.. 

expecting you !  (it takes 45/60 minutes.  Don’t go over 90 km/h, there are speed-

cameras !).   

From FIRENZE (Peretola) airport:        
Get onto roundabout   >> follow signs for Scandicci, Ponte all’Indiano, >> go over 

a bridge across the Arno river, >> follow signs for FI-PI-LI, go towards Pisa (not 

Florence), take the first exit for Scandicci , (then follow directions as though you 

were coming from motorway A1 from  Milan or Rome (15-20 mins.).                                                                                                                   


